We propose an abstract model of business processes for the purpose of (i) evaluating privacy policy in light of the goals of the process and (ii) developing automated support for privacy policy compliance and audit. In our model, agents that send and receive tagged personal information are assigned organizational roles and responsibilities. We present approaches and algorithms for determining whether a business process design simultaneously achieves privacy and the goals of the organization (utility). The model also allows us to develop a notion of minimal exposure of personal information, for a given process. We investigate the problem of auditing with inexact information and develop methods to identify a set of potentially culpable individuals when privacy is breached. The audit methods draw on traditional causality concepts to reduce the effort needed to search audit logs for irresponsible actions.
Introduction
Privacy is an increasingly important business concern in health care, financial services, and other organizations. Hospitals, clinics, banks, credit card clearing houses, customer support centers, and academic institutions all maintain databases with sensitive information. These databases are used regularly by employees to carry out businesscritical tasks. Organizations that collect and use personal information face the growing challenge of conducting their business effectively while managing privacy risks and compliance requirements. The risks are very real, with the theft of 26 million veteran records in May 2006 demonstrating how easily sensitive information can fall into unauthorized hands [12] . In the United States, privacy legislation, such as HIPAA [28] for the health care sector and GLBA [18, 1] for financial institutions, has spurred many business, including 68% of the Direct Marketing Association member companies as of 2001 [14] , to appoint Chief Privacy Officers whose primary job is privacy issues and policies.
One of the biggest problems that privacy-sensitive organizations face is designing their internal activities and information practices to simultaneously serve their customers effectively and manage risks from disclosure of sensitive information. This fundamental problem arises in hospitals and clinics, where personal health information must be used to provide effective health care, but must also be protected from indiscriminate sharing to respect the privacy of patients-a requirement made more precise by HIPAA. Financial institutions use sensitive financial information to decide whether to grant loans, for example, and suffer direct loss and brand erosion if sensitive information is lost. Retail enterprises use credit card details in resolving charge-back disputes (where the privacy concerns are exacerbated by the common practice of outsourcing this task). College admissions officers review confidential letters of recommendation and transcripts. In all of these situations, the organization must carefully design the way it processes and uses information to balance the competing goals of privacy and the usefulness, or utility, of the business process.
Business process designs involve instructing individuals how and when to access and use information, coupled with access and use policies embedded in information processing systems. Because considering utility or privacy alone does not provide enough information to make meaningful management decisions, our goal is to develop a framework and model for designing, evaluating, and auditing business processes to achieve utility goals while minimizing privacy risks. We propose an abstract model of business processes, utility, and privacy, present some specific results, and illustrate our concepts using MyHealth@Vanderbilt [36] , a webbased patient portal built and used at the Vanderbilt Medical Center. Examining the MyHealth portal led to many insights captured in our general theory. Our approach builds on contextual integrity, a conceptual framework for understanding privacy expectations and their implications developed in the literature on law, public policy, and political philosophy [26] . The primary tenant of contextual integrity is that people interact in society not simply as individuals in an undifferentiated social world, but as individuals in certain capacities or roles, in distinctive social contexts (e.g., health care or banking). For example, the individuals in MyHealth act as patients, doctors, nurses, or secretaries, according to a specific workflow for scheduling appointments, viewing lab results, and asking and answering heath questions.
Each context is characterized by its business objectives, or utility goals, and its norms of transmission. For example, one utility goal for MyHealth is to respond to health questions from patients. The norms of transmission identify conditions under which personal information can be communicated from one party to another. These norms are represented by the privacy goals of a workflow. A privacy goal for MyHealth is to restrict health information to doctors and nurses, the health care providers.
Using a model of actions that transmit personal information from a sender in one role to a receiver in a possibly different role, agents may accumulate and send different types of personal information they receive. These messages represent emails, web forms, database entries, workflow data structures, and arguments to actions. We assume that messages have associated tags (e.g., "health information") to indicate their contents, but consider business processes in which human agents may tag messages incorrectly. Since agents may act independently, with different motives, we express privacy and utility goals using a form of alternatingtime temporal logic, which we call the Logic of Privacy and Utility (LPU), interpreted over the concurrent game structure [3] of agent actions. In this logical setting, privacy is a trace property expressible in LTL [23] , while utility requires that agents have strategies to achieve certain useful outcomes, and is therefore expressed naturally using the stronger ATL* [3] path quantifiers. We also formulate workflows in temporal logic, by associating a responsibility to each agent role. For example, in the patient portal workflow, doctors are responsible for answering health questions and secretaries are responsible for scheduling appointments. We consider both a general class of workflows presented abstractly by logical formulas and a more concrete subclass of practical workflows presented as a labeled graph or automata. Within this setting, we formulate and address design-time and run-time questions about whether a given workflow achieve its privacy and utility goals, without assuming that human agents always follow their assigned responsibilities.
1. Does a given workflow achieve privacy and utility if all agents act responsibly?
We present algorithms for answering this question, using the components illustrated in Figure 1 . Specifically, privacy properties may be evaluated using standard LTL model-checking over the traces generated by responsible executions of the concurrent game structure. Evaluating utility is more involved because of the ATL* path quantifiers and, in general, is undecidable [3] because agents learn only of messages they send or receive. Because of this limitation, we present a sound decision procedure for a restricted, but useful, class of formula defined.
Can irresponsible agents be detected and held accountable for violations?
If the execution of a workflow satisfying our design criteria actually violates privacy, then some agent must have caused the violation by acting irresponsibly. These violations can be caught at run time, and the accountable agent determined using auditing algorithms we present (see Fig. 2 ). These algorithms are not fully automatic (or else they could be used for enforcement), but require an oracle (such as a human auditor) to determine the accuracy of message tags. We seek to minimize the number of oracle calls (reducing the human auditor's work) by using classical causality ideas in distributed computing and a new notion of "suspicious events."
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Figure 2. Auditing logs from business process execution
Privacy advocates often recommend reconciling the competing interests of privacy and utility with the principle of minimum necessary disclosure: disclose the minimum information necessary to achieve the utility goal. This principle is included expressly in several influential privacy policies, including the HIPAA Privacy Rule and the Markle Connecting for Health Common Framework [24] . We leverage our unified model of privacy and utility to provide a formal definition of this principle.
We apply these concepts to the MyHealth patient portal and recommend several design changes to the MyHealth developers at Vanderbilt. Message tags are themselves one such suggestion, enabling finer grained message routing. Our auditing algorithms were developed in response to the MyHealth developers' concern about incorrectly tagged messages. In this paper, we suggest further privacy improvements in the MyHealth workflow based on tagging and illustrate our auditing methods using a hypothetical execution of MyHealth with an irresponsible agent.
After a review of related work, the remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the MyHealth@Vanderbilt patient portal. Section 3 defines the process model and temporal logic for stating properties of a model. Workflows and responsibilities are explained in Section 4, with results relating privacy and utility in Section 5. Auditing is explored in Section 6, with applications to MyHealth in Section 7 and conclusions in Section 8.
Related Work
The Logic of Privacy and Utility is based on the privacy language CI [10] , a formalization of contextual integrity's transmission norms which has received some recent media attention [17] . This work extends CI in two key directions, (i) capturing notions of utility by extending the labeled transition system to a concurrent game structure, and (ii) capturing uncertainty about message contents by permitting senders to attach arbitrary tags to messages. Using these two extensions, we are able to investigate trade-offs between privacy and utility in workflow design, and auditing issues in workflow execution not visible in CI.
Several privacy-only languages have been proposed. P3P [30, 13] , built into Internet Explorer, is the most widely-deployed privacy language, but is the least expressive and has some semantic anomalies [11] . P3P also assumes the semantic contents of message are known, and recent work [21] has examined enforcing P3P policies in database systems where the type of information is known explicitly. EPAL [19, 9, 32 ] is a privacy language designed by IBM to enforce privacy policies within the enterprise. EPAL, like the general access control language XACML [5, 4] , defines its semantics in terms of an authorization algorithm, making a utility extension difficult. Finally, Privacy APIs [25] , based on HRU access control, is privacy language that can express privacy legislation. Other work [6, 7] formalizes privacy policies used by organizations but does not consider how these policies affect the design of organizational workflow.
Several formalisms have been considered for specifying workflows, most notably Petri Nets [2] , UML Activity Diagrams [15] , and BPEL [27] . The Petri Net model is useful for understanding reachability and parallelism properties of workflows, but is difficult to apply to privacy because the stones in the net, which represent performing tasks or exchanging messages, are untyped (or, more precisely, typed implicitly by their location). The formalism for UML Activity Diagrams is graphical, complicating integration with the linguistic formalisms of privacy policies. Alternately, BPEL, for which Oracle provides an execution engine [29] , views a workflow as conglomeration of web services. Unfortunately, BPEL resembles an imperative programming language and is Turing-complete, foreclosing the possibility of deciding whether a BPEL workflow complies with a privacy policy or achieves a utility goal.
Workflow and authorization have been considered together previously, both for access control [8] and for privacy [34] , but those works treat the workflow as given and do not consider the utility goal as a constraint on workflow design. Moreover, neither consider auditing deviations from prescribed workflow execution. Conflicts between privacy and utility goals have been recognized in other set-tings, such as in k-Anonymity [31, 33] : when a database cell is suppressed, privacy is enhanced and utility is diminished. When Dwork and Nissim [16] perturb a dataset to achieve privacy, utility concerns motivate them to minimize the amount of added noise.
Example: MyHealth@Vanderbilt
The MyHealth patient portal at Vanderbilt University Hospital allows patients to interact with their doctors and other healthcare professionals through a web-based messaging system (see www.myhealthatvanderbilt.com). This innovative system at a leading research hospital, like related commercial ventures elsewhere, aims to provide better medical care at reduced costs, in a way that is more convenient to patients. In the MyHealth system, patients ask health questions and receive answers by exchanging messages with their doctors, labs send test results to patients, and patients send appointment requests to secretaries. While HIPAA does not allow certain email communication to patients, patient authentication allows web-based systems to be HIPAA-compliant. This portion of MyHealth serves two utility goals: patients can schedule appointments and can receive answers to health questions. All messages are directed to the secretary, who is responsible for scheduling appointments and forwarding health questions to the nurse. This design reduces the doctor's workload, but the secretary learns the patient's sensitive health information contained in health questions. A more privacy conscious MyHealth design would deliver health questions directly to the nurse, bypassing the secretary. However, patients write messages in free text, making it difficult for MyHealth to route health questions to nurses and appointment requests to secretaries. We suggest permitting patients to tag messages with their contents using a simple drop-down control on the portal, enabling MyHealth to route message according to their tag. failed to achieve a utility goal. Vanderbilt employees would have been unable to answer health questions if a patient mistakenly tagged a health question as an appointment request as the secretary would be unable to correct the tag and forward the question to the nurse. We present a more formal analysis of MyHealth and discuss auditing in Sect. 7 after developing the tools in the intervening sections.
A Logic of Privacy and Utility
In this section, we develop a logic for reasoning about privacy and utility. The logic is based on the CI language from [10] , but extended in two ways. First, the model has operational semantics describing how agents interact to produce traces. The executions of a system are represented using a concurrent game structure [3] , and the logic has a corresponding "strategy quantifier" that allows selective quantification over execution paths. This quantifier is useful for expressing utility goals. Second, by distinguishing between the actual contents of a message and the tags attached to it, we need not assume that mechanical agents can determine the actual contents of messages, an assumption that fails for systems like MyHealth that process free text messages.
Model of Agents and Communication
We begin with a model of communicating agents, similar to the CI model [10] , in which agents send each other messages containing personal information about each other. Upon receipt of a message, an agent incorporates the contents of the message into his or her knowledge state, enlarging the set of possible messages the agent can send in the future.
Agents. Let P be a set of agents, M be a set of messages, and T be a set of attributes equipped with a partial order . For attributes t 1 and t 2 , if t 1 t 2 , then t 1 can be computed from t 2 . For example, postal-code mailingaddress. Associated with each message m ∈ M is a set contents(m) ⊆ P × T , indicating what attributes about which agents are actually contained in the message. We extend the CI model by associating a set tags(m) ⊆ P × T with each message m, indicating the tags carried by the message. The tags of a message are the purported contents of the message and need not bear any relation to the actual contents of the message. Human agents can ascertain the actual contents of the message, whereas mechanical agents have access only to the tags. Send(p, q, m) is an action where p, q ∈ P are agents and m ∈ M is a message. The action Send(p, q, m) occurs when agent p sends message m to agent q.
Knowledge. In order to send m, an agent must know the contents of m. After receiving m, an agent learns the contents of m. The knowledge state of an agent p is a subset κ p ⊆ P × T , indicating the information p has received. The global knowledge state κ is a function mapping each agent to his or her knowledge state. Associated with each knowledge state is a set of actions available to p.
where τ is the null action that does not transmit a message. Notice that agents are free to select arbitrary tags when sending messages. Recipient learn the contents of messages they receive: for every Send(p, q, m) ∈ available p (κ),
set of attributes computable from κ. The relation τ − → is the identity relation on knowledge states. For every finite set of actions A = {a 1 , . . . , a n } available in κ, let κ
′ . This is well-defined because available p is monotonic on − → and the resulting knowledge state is independent of the enumeration of A. A trace is a sequence of sets of actions labeling transitions beginning with an initial knowledge state.
Moves. We further extend the CI model with operational semantics by embedding the labeled transition system of knowledge states into a concurrent game structure [3] , which we refer to as G. If G is currently in state κ, each agent selects a move, a set of actions A p ⊆ available p (κ), and G advances to the unique knowledge state κ ′ such that
An action Send(p 1 , p 2 , m) is visible to agent p if p is the sender, p 1 , or the recipient, p 2 . An agent p's view of a trace π is the subsequence π ↾ p containing all and only those actions visible to p. Agents are unaware of actions outside their view. Each agent p decides which moves to make according to a local strategy, a function from finite p-views to moves for p. This locality requirement makes G a game of imperfect information.
Syntax of the Logic
The syntax of the logic is a particular signature of Alternating-time Temporal Logic [3] . The signature is similar to CI [10] , but extended with a strategy quantifier p ϕ to make use of the game structure and a predicate tagged to access the tags of messages. We employ both the contains and tagged predicates to be able to compare the purported and actual contents of messages. We do not need the incontext predicate because the workflows we study are present implicitly in a single context.
Informally, the predicate send(p, q, m) indicates that agent p has just sent agent q a message m; inrole(p, r) indicates that agent p is in role r; contains(m, p, t) indicates that message m contains attribute t about agent p; tagged(m, p, t) indicates that the message m is tagged with tag t about agent p; t 1 t 2 indicates that attribute t 1 can be computed from attribute t 2 . We use the standard abbreviations ∧, →, and ∀ as usual in first order logic and Fϕ ≡ trueUϕ for "eventually" and Gϕ ≡ ¬F¬ϕ for "henceforth" as is usual in temporal logic (e.g., [23] ). A formula ϕ is an LTL formula if it is free of strategy quantifiers.
Formulas are interpreted over the concurrent game structure G as usual for ATL [3] with imperfect information. A formula p ϕ holds if set of agents p have a local strategy to bring about ϕ, that is there exists a function mapping p's view of the history thus far to moves for each agent in p that ensures ϕ holds regardless of the actions of actions of other agents.
Actions. Formally, the syntax of the logic contains only send actions. Other actions can be faithfully represented as sending messages, as in object-oriented programming languages such as Smalltalk and Java. The below formula expresses that a customer's telephone number should not be used for telemarketing:
Syntactic sugar could be added to more naturally express general actions without affecting the technical results of this paper provided all the actions are recorded in the audit log.
Parameterized Roles. Some policies require finer distinctions between roles. For example, in order to Alice to perform an action, the policy might require that not only is Alice a doctor, but in fact that she is Bob's doctor. The logic can be extended to express these parameterized roles by replacing the two-ary inrole predicate with a three-ary inrole predicate, as in inrole(Alice, Bob, doctor). Semantically, roles become pairs containing a role identifier and an agent. Again, the main results of the paper are unaffected.
Workflows and Responsibility
A workflow is a division of responsibility among human agents and a mechanical workflow engine. By assigning responsibilities to human agents, workflows can achieve privacy and utility goals beyond the capabilities of mechanical systems. We develop general design principles and desiderata using abstract workflows, which are collections of formulas specifying agent and engine responsibilities, and specific auditing algorithms for practical workflows like MyHealth based on communication graphs.
Abstract Workflows. Abstractly, a workflow is an LTL sentence ϕ together with an LTL formula ϕ r (x) for each role r. The mechanical workflow engine is responsible for achieving ϕ and a human agent p in role r is responsible for achieving ϕ r (p). As the workflow engine can only prevent communication initiated by human agents, it can enforce only safety properties (properties that fail at a finite time). Also, as a mechanical agent, the workflow engine must authorize communication based on message tags (and not the inaccessible message contents).
Def. A workflow is feasible if ϕ is a safety formula 1 without the contains predicate and G |= ∀p.ϕ ∧ inrole(p, r) → p ϕ r (p), for every role r.
In a feasible workflow, agents have local strategies for living up to their responsibilities and, thus, know which actions or inaction are responsible based on their observations of previous actions (assuming the workflow engine is functioning property). Moreover, if an agent is responsible for sending a message, feasibility ensures the agent will be able to send the message.
Graph-based Workflows. The MyHealth workflow depicted in Fig. 4 is a practical kind of workflow based on a workflow graph, a set of nodes R, the roles of the workflow, and a function T such that T (r 1 , r 2 ) ⊆ T for all r 1 , r 2 ∈ R, where T is the set of attributes. The workflow engine permits a message m to be sent from an agent in role r 1 to an agent in role r 2 if, and only if, tags(m) ⊆ T (r 1 , r 2 ).
1 There is a standard syntactic definition of safety formulas [23] .
The responsibility of the workflow engine is the conjunction over r 1 , r 2 ∈ R of
The workflow engine is stateless and distributed because the decision about whether to block a communication is based only on the current action, not on past or non-local actions. The responsibilities of human agents are divided into two parts: tagging responsibilities and progress responsibilities. Agents are responsible for tagging messages contents they are permitted to send. The tagging responsibility for role r is the conjunction over t ∈ T (r, * ) of
In MyHealth, nurses are responsible for tagging messages with health-question, appt-request, and health-answer.
Tagging constraints are feasible because agents are free to select the tags on messages they send. Progress responsibilities require agents to eventually send messages. They are essential in achieving the liveness requirements of privacy goals (such as notification requirements) and in achieving utility goals. A progress responsibility is a formula of the form G∀ x.ψ → Fθ, where ψ and θ are past formulas. For example, in MyHealth, doctors have the following progress responsibility.
We do not make explicit how m ′ depends on m because m ′ is created by a human agent, not by a piece of code. A more detailed model might bind the health answer to the question by way of a transaction identifier or a more explicit notion of causality.
Privacy and Utility in Workflow Design
Organizations design workflows to accomplish certain tasks while complying with legislation and privacy policies. This section contains algorithms for determining if a workflow design achieves these utility and privacy goals provided all agents act responsibly. If several workflows achieve privacy and utility, many privacy advocates [24] recommend deploying a workflow that minimizes the information disclosed to agents. We formulate a design criteria called minimality that makes this intuition precise.
Privacy
Many of the privacy provisions found in US legislation can be expressed in CI [10] . For example, one of MyHealth's privacy goals, derived from HIPAA, is that no patient should learn answers to another patient's health questions.
Responsible executions of a workflow (ϕ, ϕ R ) is characterized in LTL as follows.
If G |= LTL agents-responsible → privacy-policy, then responsible agents will achieve a privacy goal privacy-policy. However, this requirement imposes a design constraint only on agent responsibilities, not the responsibility of the workflow engine. When the tags are correct, the workflow engine is capable of enforcing safety properties but is incapable of enforcing liveness properties. The executions of the workflow with correct tags is expressed by the LTL formula
A workflow achieves a privacy goal if responsible agents fulfill the privacy goal and the workflow engine fulfills the safety component of the privacy policy when operating with correct tags.
Def. A workflow achieves a privacy goal privacy-policy if G |= LTL tags-correct U agents-responsible → privacy-policy.
Algorithmically, we consider the propositional case in which there are a finite number of agents, messages, attributes, and roles.
Theorem 1. It can be decided whether a workflow achieves a privacy goal using space polynomial in the description of the workflow and the number of agents.
In practice, if an organizations has a large number of agents, we suggest the standard practice of evaluating whether a workflow achieves privacy on a smaller model for which the model-checking problem is tractable.
Utility
A workflow is useful if some execution accomplishes a task, though that task need not be accomplished in every execution. A workflow achieves a utility goal if some of the agents have a strategy for accomplishing the task. Formally, a utility goal for agents in a vector of roles r is a sentence of the form ∀ p. inrole( p, r) → p ψ, where ψ, the task, is an LTL formula. For example, one utility requirement in MyHealth is that patients can receive answers to their health questions.
∀p. inrole(p, patient) → p F∃p 1 , m.
send(p 1 , p, m) ∧ contains(m, p, health-answer).
A workflow achieves a utility goal utility-goal if the agents have a strategy for responsibly accomplishing their task if the other agents act responsibly, formalized as the ATL* entailment G |= agents-responsible → utility-goal. In general, deciding whether a workflow satisfies this condition is undecidable [3] because G is a game of imperfect information: an agent's strategy is based only on the messages that the agent has sent or received, not on messages exchanged between other agents. For example, a patient's strategy for obtaining an answer to his or her health question cannot depend on whether messages have been exchanged between a doctor and a nurse. To avoid undecidability, we use a sound approximation based on local communication games. This approximation has proven adequate for the examples we have examined thus far.
Local Communication Game. Instead of checking the formula in the full game G, we check the formula in the local communication game for agent p, G p , a game of perfect information where we can apply the standard modelchecking algorithm for ATL*. Checking the formula in the local model is sound (but not complete) for a certain syntactic class of formulas that includes utility goals. The local communication game G p is defined from the full communication game G by way of ∼ p , the smallest equivalence relation such that κ 1 ∼ p κ 2 if κ 1 a − → κ 2 , where κ 1 and κ 2 are knowledge states of G and a is invisible to p. The main idea of the proof is contained in Lemma 4, which connects the truth value of visible formulas in G p with their truth value in G. The atomic formulas visible to agent p are send(p, * , * ), send( * , p, * ), inrole( * , * ), contains( * , * , * ), and tagged( * , * , * ), where * is an arbitrary term. A formula is visible to p if, and only if, all its atomic formulas are visible to p. The truth values of formulas visible to p are determined by the view of p.
Lemma 4 (Soundness).
For all LTL formulas ϕ that are visible to p,
Proof Sketch. If p has a strategy to force ϕ in G p , then p must also have a strategy to force ϕ in G because the set of moves available to p's opponents in G is a subset of the set of moves available to p's opponents in
. Γ is a local strategy for p in G that forces ϕ because ϕ is visible to p.
We can now state a sound algorithm for determine whether G |= ψ → p ϕ for propositional LTL formulas ψ and ϕ.
Algorithm. Let G be the labeled transition system of G and let A ψ be the Büchi automata for ψ (see, for example, [23] ). Construct G ψ as the conjunction of the automata G and A ψ and use it as the frame of the concurrent game structure G ψ . Let G ψ p be the local communication game. Report true if G ψ p |= p ϕ (determined using standard ATL* model checking, i.e. [3] ).
Theorem 5. Algorithm 5.2 is sound for deciding whether
G |= agents-responsible → utility-goal.
Proof Idea. Intuitively, algorithm 5.2 uses deduction to translate the problem into G, agents-responsible |= utility-goal and then applies Lemma 4 to use the standard ATL* model checking algorithm. Each step in the algorithm preserves soundness, so the entire algorithm is sound.
Minimal Workflow
The Markle Foundation [24] , among many others, advocates the principle of minimum necessary disclosure for systems processing personal information. Under this principle, each agent should receive only the information needed for the workflow to achieve its utility goals. We begin to make this notion precise by inducing a partial order relation on workflows.
Def. One workflow W 1 = (ϕ 1 , ϕ R ) is at least as restrictive as another workflow
If W 1 ≤ W 2 , the workflow engine permits agents to learn no more information in W 1 than in W 2 . For graphbased workflows, W 1 (R, T 1 ) is at least as restrictive as W 2 (R, T 2 ) if T 1 (r 1 , r 2 ) ⊆ T 2 (r 1 , r 2 ) for all r 1 , r 2 ∈ R. In this initial formulation, workflows are only comparable under ≤ if they have the same agent responsibilities. The ordering ≤ is conservative in the sense that if two workflows are related by ≤, then the smaller one discloses less information, but, if two workflows are incomparable under ≤, one might still disclose less information. There does not appear to be a direct connection between this ordering and utility goals as whether an agent has a strategy to achieve a goal might be helped or hindered by strengthening the engine responsibility.
Proposition 6 (Monotonicity
Def. A workflow W is minimal for a utility goal if W achieves the utility goal and all feasible workflows W ′ < W fail to achieve the utility goal (where
Minimal workflows provide the strongest privacy for a given utility goal, as advocated by the principle of minimum necessary disclosure. For abstract worflows, minimal workflows (as defined) fail to exist because the engine responsibility ϕ of a candidate minimal workflow can always be strengthened by conjoining extraneous conditions. This definition is useful as it provides a precise metric for evaluating workflow designs, but other definitions are likely to have more desirable properties.
Proposition 7. Given a set of roles R, a responsibility for each role ϕ R , and a set of utility goals, there exists a graph-based workflow (ϕ, ϕ R ) that is minimal among graph-based workflows.
A minimal graph-based workflow can be computed using brute force by iteratively increasing the tags permitted on each edge of the workflow graph and testing whether the workflow achieves utility.
Auditing Workflow Execution
In evaluating workflow designs, we considered only responsible executions of the workflow. In an actual deployment, agents can act irresponsibly, either out of malice or by mistake, leading to policy violations. To hold agents accountable for these actions, organizations should record communication in an audit log. In this section, we present auditing algorithms for finding agents accountable for policy violations and for periodically scanning the log for signs of irresponsible actions. These algorithms are not fully automatic, but require an oracle that reports the actual contents of messages. We seek to minimize the number of oracle calls as we expect the oracle to be implemented by a human auditor. Additionally, we recommend the audit log maintain the Lamport causality [20] relation between events to facilitate efficient auditing.
Policy Violations and Accountability
A safety property is violated on a finite trace, but the agent who performed the last action in that trace might not be blameworthy. For example, HIPAA does not permit the publication of protected health information in a newspaper, but HIPAA does not hold the reporter accountable for publishing the information. Instead, the person in the hospital who leaked the information caused the violation by acting irresponsibly and should be held accountable. Below, we make this intuition precise by defining policy violation, causality and accountability.
Policy Violations. To define when an action violates a policy, we employ the notion of strong compliance [10] : an action is strongly compliant with a policy if there exists a continued execution that satisfies the policy. Formally, given a finite past history σ, an action a strongly complies with a policy θ, written a ∈ compliant θ (σ), if there exists a trace σ ′ such that σ · a · σ ′ |= θ. We require of policies that agents can determine whether their actions strongly comply with the policy. This ensures that policy violations are visible to the agents violating the policy and prevents policy compliance from depending on unrelated actions.
Def. A privacy policy θ has local compliance if, for all agents p and all traces π 1 and π 2 ,
where A p is the set of actions for which p is the sender.
Causality. Workflows do not define any explicit causal relation between messages. For this reason, we resort to a standard trace-based notion of causality [20] .
Def. The possibly-caused relation for a trace π, written π , is the minimal transitive relation such that i π j if event i occurs before event j in the view π ↾ p of some agent p.
In a trace π, the set of causes of an event j is the set of events causes π (j) = {i | i π j}. The set of causes of an event is an over-approximation in the sense that if an event i actually caused event j (under some non-trace-based notion of actual causation, such as [22] ), then i ∈ causes π (j), but it is possible that i ∈ causes π (j) without i being an actual cause for j.
Accountability. An agent is accountable for policy violation i in a trace π if the agent undertook an action in causes π (i) and did not fulfill his or her responsibilities in π. This definition is also an over approximation because every agent whose irresponsibility actually caused a policy violation is classified as accountable, but not every accountable agent actually caused a policy violation.
Lemma 8 (Accountability).
For all policies with local compliance, all graph-based workflows achieving the privacy policy, and all traces π, if π contains an action that violates the policy, then there exists an accountable agent.
Proof. Given a trace π with an action i undertaken by agent p that violates the privacy policy, we construct a traceπ that contains only the causes of i. The eventsπ form a trace because the actions available to each agent at a given time depend only on the set messages previously received by that agent, and all those events are included inπ. Moreover, π ↾ p =π ↾ p because all the events in p's view possibly caused the event i. Because the privacy policy has local compliance, i is also a violating event inπ, and there must exist an irresponsible agent q who undertook an action that possibly caused the violation. Finally, q's actions are also irresponsible in π and q is an accountable agent.
Finding Accountable Agents
Our auditing algorithm for finding accountable agents in an audit log uses an oracle O such that O(m) = contents(m) to determine whether an agent acted responsibly by comparing the actual contents of messages with their tags. In practice, this oracle can be implemented by a human auditor, possibly with the assistance of a text classification algorithm. 2 The algorithm is formulated as a search on the causality graph of the audit log. The causality graph of a trace π is the graph with a node for each event in π and with an edge from event i to event j iff (1) i π j and (2) there is no event k with i π k and k π j. The causality graph can be constructed mechanically as it does not depend on the contents of the messages. Moreover, it can be constructed incrementally as actions are logged.
Algorithm. Given a policy violation i and an audit log π, let G be the causality graph of π with the edges reversed. Beginning at i, perform a breath-first search of G. Upon encountering an action Send(p, q, m), compare O(m) with tags(m). If p failed to add a tag for which he or she was responsible, output p as an accountable agent and terminate.
If the human auditor decides that the agent found by the algorithm did not actually cause the policy violation, he or she can continue the search. The algorithm will eventually enumerate all the accountable agents, one of whom must have actually caused the policy violation.
Theorem 9 (Correctness). For every violation of a policy with local compliance in an audit log of a graph-based workflow achieving the policy, the algorithm outputs an accountable agent.
Proof. Lemma 8 guarantees the existence of an irresponsible agent who possibly caused the policy violation. In graph-based workflows, irresponsible agents can be recognized by comparing the actual contents of messages with the tags of the messages. The algorithm searches the events that possibly caused the violation for such irresponsible tagging of messages.
The algorithm reduces the number of oracle calls by restricting the search to actions that possibly caused the policy violation. In a deployment with thousands of agents exchanging messages, the portion of the log examined is likely to be several orders of magnitude smaller than the entire log, especially if an accountable agent is found at a shallow depth in the causality graph. The algorithm can use fewer oracle calls (while maintaining correctness) if the human auditor guides the search towards events that appear to be more relevant to the policy violation. The search can also be directed towards suspicious actions, a mechanical heuristic developed in the following section.
Monitoring for Irresponsible Actions
In addition to finding accountable agents after a policy violation occurs, auditing can also prevent some policy violations by detecting irresponsible actions before they lead to violations. The workflow engine can prevent irresponsible actions that can be detected mechanically, but it cannot prevent all irresponsible actions. In this section, we consider the problem of detecting irresponsible actions with the help of the oracle, but while minimizing work done by the human auditor. The simplest approach to detecting irresponsible actions in graph-based workflows is to sample communication at random and check, using the oracle, whether the sending agent tagged the message responsibly. This simple auditing algorithm requires many oracle calls to find a few irresponsible actions if the vast majority of communications are tagged responsibly. We suggest a more sophisticated approach based on a heuristic for suspicious actions.
Suspicious Events. Events appear suspicious if they indicate that some message tags were incorrect. The auditing engine can track the knowledge state of each agent using as in Sect. 3, using the tags as proxy for message contents:
The set of available action can also be modified to use tags:
These definitions are feasible for mechanical agents because they rely on message tags instead of message contents. If messages were always tagged correctly, the knowledge states computed from the tags would coincide with the real knowledge states. and every action undertaken by an agent would appear available from the tags. If some of the tags are incorrect, however, the apparent knowledge states are unlikely to coincide with the actual knowledge of agents. When agents undertake apparently unavailable actions, those actions are suspicious.
Def. An action a by agent p is suspicious if a / ∈ available tags p (κ), where κ is the current knowledge state computed using message tags.
"Suspicious" is a heuristic. Irresponsible actions can lead to policy violations without triggering suspicion, and suspicious actions can occur unrelated to any irresponsible action. Suspicious actions do indicate related incorrect tags.
Proposition 10. For all audit logs π, if agent p undertakes a suspicious action, then there exists a message in π ↾ p with incorrect tags.
Proof. The actions available to an agent are determined by his or her view of a trace. If an agent undertakes a suspicious action, then his actual knowledge differs from that computed from tags and thus a tag must be incorrect.
Algorithm. Given a suspicious event i by agent p and an audit log π, consult the oracle O about the message sent during i and the messages received by p before i in reverse chronological order until an incorrectly tagged message is found. If the message was tagged irresponsibly, output the sending agent.
Formalizing MyHealth@Vanderbilt
In this section, we illustrate the formal concepts developed in the preceding sections using the MyHealth@Vanderbilt patient portal. Based on this formal analysis, we made several concrete design recommendations to the MyHealth developers. Specifically, we recommend introducing tags into the system and modifying the workflow to route health questions directly to nurses.
Workflow. MyHealth is a graph-based workflow with roles patient, secretary, nurse, and doctor and attributes appt-request, appt-confirm, health-question, and health-answer. There are two subsumption relations between attributes, enabling health answers to be computed from health questions and appointment confirmations to be computed from appointment requests.
health-answer health-question appt-confirm appt-request
In the initial knowledge state, patients know their own health-question and appt-request, and no other attributes are known. The edges of the workflow graph are labeled as depicted in Fig. 4 . For example, the edges emanating from the nurse to the other roles are labeled as follows:
T nurse,patient = {health-answer}
MyHealth has several progress responsibilities. Nurses are responsible for either answering or forwarding health questions, for sending misdirected appointment requests to the secretary, and for sending health answers only to the appropriate patient, as depicted in Fig. 5 .
Privacy. The salient privacy goal of MyHealth is to comply with HIPAA. Many of the requirements of the HIPAA Privacy Rule can be expressed in the logic [10] . For simplicity, we consider two specific requirements: only health care providers receive protected health information and patients receive only their own health answers.
The proposed MyHealth workflow achieves both these privacy goals, but the current workflow does not achieve the first. While these properties are easy to check for this simple workflow, we could have used the algorithm in Sect. 5.1.
Utility. Two utility goals of MyHealth are that patients can schedule appointments and receive answers to their health questions. We state these goals in terms of the existence of strategies.
send(q, p, m) ∧ contains(m, p, health-answer)
MyHealth does achieve these utility goals. Another utility goal is worth analyzing because some of the patients who use MyHealth might not be technically savvy. The nurse and doctor have a strategy for reacting to health questions sent by patients with health answers, even if the patient incorrectly tags his or her health question and it is directed to the secretary. MyHealth without patient responsibilities achieves this privacy goal, but a variant of the workflow that does not include edges between the secretary and the nurse does not achieve this utility goal.
Auditing. We demonstrate the auditing algorithms on a trace π that violates the privacy policy because Alice, a secretary, received a health answer. Alice received the message because it was sent by Bob, another secretary, and tagged as an appointment request. Tracing backwards through the causality structure, the auditing algorithm queries the human auditor for the contents of several messages sent to Bob until it find an irresponsible message sent by Charlie, a nurse. Charlie sent the health answer to Bob irresponsibly tagged as an appointment request and can be held accountable for this action. Moreover, this irresponsible action is likely to be found by monitoring because it is suspicious: Bob had not previously received a message tagged as an appointment request.
Conclusions and Future Work
Privacy and regulatory compliance are important business and social concerns. Existing laws and societal expectations are complex and difficult for modern enterprises to understand and manage. We believe there is a need for a general, clear, and comprehensive framework for reducing high-level requirements to specific operating guidelines that can be applied at individual steps in a business process or organizational workflow.
We have developed a general framework for specifying and verifying privacy and utility goals of business processes that include both human agents and electronic systems. The agents interact in a concurrent game structure with imperfect information. The formulas of our logic are interpreted over this game structure. Expressing utility goals requires a strategy quantifier not needed in earlier work dealing only with privacy. Specifically, we use ATL* to express utility properties and LTL to express privacy properties. This
G∀p, q, m. send(x, p, m) ∧ contains(m, q, health-answer) → p = q
Figure 5. Responsibilities for Nurses in MyHealth@Vanderbilt
framework also distinguishes between information visible to mechanical agents and to human agents. Specifically, we assume messages have explicit tags that can be read by mechanical agents, but these tags need not match the actual semantics contents of messages. This distinction is useful in evaluating which policy enforcement tasks can be carried out by electronic systems and which require human agents. Currently, we assume that privacy and utility goals depend only on the type of information (rather than the actual data values) and that information is about a single individual (rather than about groups of individuals). We plan to relax these restrictions in subsequent work and develop precise connections with research in data privacy and aggregation. While our current model focuses on communication actions, we also plan to develop extensions for tracking the purpose for which data is used within a business process.
We model business processes as workflows: divisions of responsibility among agents in various organizational roles. Workflows also include a mechanical engine that aids in enforcing policy. We present two sets of general technical results. The first set of results concerns workflow design. We present algorithms for checking whether a workflow design achieves the privacy and utility goals, assuming all agents are responsible. We also formulate a minimality condition on workflow designs that makes precise the informal principle of minimum necessary disclosure advocated by the privacy community. Currently, we consider only qualitative notions of privacy and utility. In subsequent work, we hope to explore more quantitative notions and appropriate extensions of the minimality condition. In particular, we believe that the ordering relation on workflows defined in this paper can be extended to align better with utility goals. In addition, the definition of workflows can be extended to capture the causal relation between two messages-when one message is sent in response to another. For example, in a messaging system, such as the one in MyHealth, messages can be bound together (using a thread or transaction identifier) so that it is possible to identify that a health answer from a doctor corresponds to a specific health question sent by a patient. Such causality relations can also be useful for improving the performance of the auditing algorithms.
The second set of results concerns auditing workflows carried out by a combination of responsible and irresponsible agents. Specifically, we present an algorithm for finding agents accountable for policy violations. This algorithm is aided by a human auditor accessed through an oracle, but aims to minimize the number of oracle calls. We also present a heuristic for identifying irresponsible agents by analyzing the audit log for suspicious events. We believe that these algorithms are practical and reduce significantly the workload on human auditors. However, we do not view these results as the final word on the auditing problem. We plan to investigate this problem further in subsequent work, specifically exploring fully automated auditing techniques with reasonable false positive and false negative rates and developing (semi-)automated techniques for identifying policy violations by analyzing audit logs.
We applied these methods to analyze the design of MyHealth, a patient portal deployed at Vanderbilt. Our analysis led to concrete suggestions for improving the privacy and utility of the workflow. We are currently in discussions with the MyHealth designers about incorporating these changes in the portal. We believe that the methods in this paper are applicable to systems in a wide range of sectors including health care and financial services, where business processes routinely handle personal information and privacy and utility concerns are significant. In subsequent work, we hope to carry out case studies of other health care systems using automated tools. Another application area we hope to investigate is the outsourcing of business processes that deal with sensitive information such as social security and credit card numbers. In this setting, minimal workflows are particularly useful for tasks such as credit card charge-back that require access to real credit card numbers.
While it is unreasonable to expect the manager of a hospital, call center, or credit card processing organization to become fluent in temporal logic, we believe that the most productive way to address the basic problem is to develop precise, unambiguous foundations and use them to develop more accessible principles and guidelines. The latter topic is another interesting direction for future work.
